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Roger Graves 

http://www.ualberta.ca/~graves1/index.html 



Writing Across the Curriculum 

http://www.humanities.ualberta.ca/WAC/ 



Centre for Writers 

http://www.c4w.arts.ualberta.ca/ 



Getting started 

Explore the assignment  

Make rough notes 

Pick a tentative topic 

Getting feedback 

Make an appointment at the writing centre  

Sign up for a group writing tutorial 

Get feedback on your draft/revise 

Revising 

Work on style and lower order concerns 

Proofread, consult checklist for assignment 
 

The writing process 



Final Term Paper proposals: Worth 5% Due March 7 

 

Final Term Paper: Worth 35% Due April 11. 

 

 

The assignment 



•  write on a topic of their choice 

•  build on themes of particular interest discovered 
throughout the term 

•  aim of this assignment is to give students an 
opportunity to explore your own interests by reading 
in the area 

•  demonstrate your knowledge 

 

Goals and aims 



•  develop a clear thesis 

•  use secondary literature to support your position 
with evidence from quality academic sources or 
research reflections or experiences 

•  Submit on eClass in .osx, .docx, .rtf or .doc format 
only 

 

Details 



Your essay must contain two key elements:  

1.  a close textual analysis of a thinker’s writings or a 
social issue of interest and a coherent outline the 
arguments s/he makes or the issues involved 
(~70%)  
 
and,  

2.  a personal, critical assessment of those 
arguments. (~30%) 



•  convey arguments and insights clearly, coherently, 
and concisely 

•  well-structured with a clear thesis statement 

•  good flow  

•  syntax 

•  organization  

•  overall style 

Evaluation criteria 



Assumption: You have a topic/proposal. 

First, let’s review your working thesis statements 
from your proposals. 

Then let’s focus on organizing your research. 

 

Status 



http://www.wac.arts.ualberta.ca/Resources/HowToDevelopATopicIntoAThesis.aspx 

Working thesis statements 



Questions 



Working thesis 



What are the subsidiary questions to the big, 
working thesis question? 

Does your working thesis imply or state a way to 
conduct the investigation that is your essay? 

 

Outline/organization 



o  Get a “trusted reader” to provide feedback 

o  Consider using other students in the class, 
the Centre for Writers or group tutorials for 
this 

o  Ask readers to read for a purpose: e.g., 
focus on thesis, structure, intro/conclusion, 
transitions, etc. 

Drafting/revising 



Towards the due date, shift your focus from: 

Higher-order concerns (argument, thesis, 
structure, evidence)  

To 

Lower-order concerns (proof-reading, grammar, 
punctuation, citation style, format) 

Don’t hand in a first draft 


